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Charlotte's Web: Chapters 6 - 11
Vocabulary Words
swathes jubilee unremitting
untenable lair pester
loath anesthetic conspiracy
hysterics gratified hastily
sedentary delectable gullible
surly unbearable astride
bestir veil murmur
exertion solemn bewilderment

Short Answers

1. Do you think that Charlotte's plan to save Wilbur will work? Explain your answer.

2. How did Wilbur react to the news that he was to be killed by the farmers?

3. How did Lurvy get rid of the smell in the barn?

4. What did Wilbur try to do that comes easily to Charlotte?

5. What did Fern's father think when her mother expressed her concern?

6. How does Templeton's attitude differ from Charlotte's? Explain your answer.

7. Why do you think Mr. Zuckerman went to his minister to tell him about what happened?

8. How did the town react to the news about Wilbur's miracle?



Name

9. What was the "bad news"?

10. What was Avery going to do before he fell and broke the rotten egg?

11. How did Fern's mother react when Fern told her about the discussions that the animals were
having with each other?

12. How is Templeton, the rat, described in this chapter?

13. What did the goose say would happen if Templeton broke the "dud" egg?

14. What was Lurvy's reaction to the unusual web?

15. Why do you think Charlotte kept telling Wilbur to "never hurry and never worry"?

16. What were the words that Charlotte wove into her web?

17. What are the seven sections of a spider's web?

18. Why did Charlotte put her "victims" asleep before she ate them?

19. How does the author describe summertime? Use your own words.

20. What conclusion did Mr. Zuckerman and Lurvy come to about Wilbur?.



Name

21. Wilbur left a noodle for Templeton because he felt that he had helped save Charlotte's life?
 Would you have left him a noodle? Explain your answer.

22. Why did Templeton tie a string to Wilbur's tail?

23. What are some of the things that Avery and Fern liked to do?

Matching
Match each definition with a word from the vocabulary list.

24. quickly

25. the state of being still, not moving

26. with one leg on each side; straddle

27. a substance used to put someone to sleep

28. strong dislike

29. uncontrollable crying

30. confusion

31. a secret plot

32. mumble

33. hideaway

Multiple Choice
Select the definition that most nearly defines the given word.

34. veil
A. delicious
B. confusion
C. quickly
D. a thin covering
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35. anesthetic
A. a substance used to put someone to sleep
B. serious or thoughtful
C. satisfied
D. a secret plot

36. lair
A. hideaway
B. to stir up to action
C. strong dislike
D. a substance used to put someone to sleep

37. hysterics
A. rude
B. a thin covering
C. mumble
D. uncontrollable crying

38. untenable
A. the state of being still, not moving
B. not being able to live in a certain place
C. hard work
D. uncontrollable crying

39. solemn
A. rows of cut grass
B. greater than one can handle
C. serious or thoughtful
D. non-stop

40. pester
A. easy to fool or trick
B. to bother
C. celebration
D. hideaway

41. delectable
A. to stir up to action
B. with one leg on each side; straddle
C. hideaway
D. delicious

42. gullible
A. easy to fool or trick
B. non-stop
C. celebration
D. rows of cut grass
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43. jubilee
A. a secret plot
B. celebration
C. with one leg on each side; straddle
D. hard work



Name

44. If I were the goose and I knew that Templeton might try to kill one of my children, I would...



Name

45. Why do you think all the animals put up with Templeton?



Name

46. Write a story as if you were a reporter and had witnessed the first web Charlotte spun for Wilbur.



Name

47. Write about ways in which you can tell that someone is a true friend.



Name

48. Describe your town during the summer. Give great detail.
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Charlotte's Web: Chapters 6 - 11
Vocabulary Words
swathes jubilee unremitting
untenable lair pester
loath anesthetic conspiracy
hysterics gratified hastily
sedentary delectable gullible
surly unbearable astride
bestir veil murmur
exertion solemn bewilderment

1. Do you think that Charlotte's plan to save Wilbur will work? Explain your answer.

Answers may vary.

2. How did Wilbur react to the news that he was to be killed by the farmers?

He was terrified and said that he didn't want to die.

3. How did Lurvy get rid of the smell in the barn?

He took the egg outside and buried it with sand in the rat's nest.

4. What did Wilbur try to do that comes easily to Charlotte?

spin a web

5. What did Fern's father think when her mother expressed her concern?

He said that maybe their ears were not as sharp as Fern's and that maybe the animals really
do talk.

6. How does Templeton's attitude differ from Charlotte's? Explain your answer.

Answers may vary, but might include that Templeton is only out for himself, but Charlotte
wants to help others.

7. Why do you think Mr. Zuckerman went to his minister to tell him about what happened?

Answers may vary.
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8. How did the town react to the news about Wilbur's miracle?

Everyone wanted to see the pig and the spider web.

9. What was the "bad news"?

that Wilbur was being fattened up so that the farmer could kill him for Christmas

10. What was Avery going to do before he fell and broke the rotten egg?

He was going to kill Charlotte.

11. How did Fern's mother react when Fern told her about the discussions that the animals were
having with each other?

She was very concerned about Fern because "animals don't talk."

12. How is Templeton, the rat, described in this chapter?

Answers may vary, but might include he is described as being sneaky, untrustworthy,
unfriendly, and immoral.

13. What did the goose say would happen if Templeton broke the "dud" egg?

She said that it would stink up the whole barn.

14. What was Lurvy's reaction to the unusual web?

He couldn't believe what he was seeing. He dropped down and said a prayer. Then he went
to get Mr. Zuckerman.

15. Why do you think Charlotte kept telling Wilbur to "never hurry and never worry"?

Answers may vary, but might include she wanted him to stay healthy and worrying might
hurt him.

16. What were the words that Charlotte wove into her web?

"SOME PIG"

17. What are the seven sections of a spider's web?

coxa, trochanter, femur, patella, tibia, metatarsus, tarsus
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18. Why did Charlotte put her "victims" asleep before she ate them?

So that they would not feel any pain.

19. How does the author describe summertime? Use your own words.

Answers may vary.

20. What conclusion did Mr. Zuckerman and Lurvy come to about Wilbur?.

That he was a special pig.

21. Wilbur left a noodle for Templeton because he felt that he had helped save Charlotte's life?
 Would you have left him a noodle? Explain your answer.

Answers may vary.

22. Why did Templeton tie a string to Wilbur's tail?

Wilbur wanted to spin a web and the string resembled a web.

23. What are some of the things that Avery and Fern liked to do?

Answers may vary, but might include swing, pick raspberries, Avery liked to play with
frogs

Matching
Match each definition with a word from the vocabulary list.

hastily 24. quickly

sedentary 25. the state of being still, not moving

astride 26. with one leg on each side; straddle

anesthetic 27. a substance used to put someone to sleep

loath 28. strong dislike

hysterics 29. uncontrollable crying

bewilderment 30. confusion
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conspiracy 31. a secret plot

murmur 32. mumble

lair 33. hideaway

Multiple Choice
Select the definition that most nearly defines the given word.

D 34. veil
A. delicious
B. confusion
C. quickly
D. a thin covering

A 35. anesthetic
A. a substance used to put someone to sleep
B. serious or thoughtful
C. satisfied
D. a secret plot

A 36. lair
A. hideaway
B. to stir up to action
C. strong dislike
D. a substance used to put someone to sleep

D 37. hysterics
A. rude
B. a thin covering
C. mumble
D. uncontrollable crying

B 38. untenable
A. the state of being still, not moving
B. not being able to live in a certain place
C. hard work
D. uncontrollable crying

C 39. solemn
A. rows of cut grass
B. greater than one can handle
C. serious or thoughtful
D. non-stop
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B 40. pester
A. easy to fool or trick
B. to bother
C. celebration
D. hideaway

D 41. delectable
A. to stir up to action
B. with one leg on each side; straddle
C. hideaway
D. delicious

A 42. gullible
A. easy to fool or trick
B. non-stop
C. celebration
D. rows of cut grass

B 43. jubilee
A. a secret plot
B. celebration
C. with one leg on each side; straddle
D. hard work
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44. Write about ways in which you can tell that someone is a true friend.
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45. If I were the goose and I knew that Templeton might try to kill one of my children, I would...
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46. Write a story as if you were a reporter and had witnessed the first web Charlotte spun for Wilbur.
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47. Describe your town during the summer. Give great detail.
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48. Why do you think all the animals put up with Templeton?


